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UNITED STATES :eArsNT OFFWE 
GARMENT CON STRUCTION 

Jpserh; tilrnerlirpnzt N assignvr, by mesne 
assignments, tojl‘lexsleev, _llii_c.,v 'a‘corporation of 
New York 
Application Augnst 29, 1947, Serial No. 771,342.. 

l?laini. 
Myv invention relates. to. improvements inv gar 

ments and more‘ particularly. to an improved 
jacket-orcoat construction inpwhich the elements 
are'combined- in suchv aomanner as. to provide a 
normal-?t for the wearer. and. at the same time 
provide a construction which will permit free 
movement'of the arms and body of the wearer. 

'I'Thisapplicationis a continuation-impart of 
min-pending applications, Serial No. 595,411, ?led 
May123; 1945; for “Garment”v and Serial No. 
627;O09-, ?led November 6; 19:15,‘ for “Garment 
and Garment Construction," now respectively 
Patents Nos. 2,426,818‘ and.2;426 819. The. sub. 
ject-matterdisclosed but-not claimed" in these 
applications; is claimed ‘herein. 
When a person wearing a jacket of common ' 

construction "attempts to. rase his arm, it .is a 
common experience to ?nd that the sleeve. of 
the'jacket places- a strain on the upper arm 
muscle so that the. wearer does not have free 
movement of- hisarm. Furthermore, it,_is a 
common experience vtoh?nd that the wearer of 
an ordinary jacket cannot raise his arms‘ ‘with, 
outypulling the rest-of his-garmentout of’ posi 
tion, to. either twist 'it around his body, 01‘ make/ii‘ 
it; ride. up; This is. particularly true if the‘ 
weareri'of- the garmentis .in a sitting. position. 
‘In someecaseait is .verydii?cult for one in alsit 
ting position to raise his arms when‘ wearing a 

(01, 2-3.3) . 
2 

in the front section of the garmentteigtending 
tqihearmhele. new; alipwameqrgth 

ridedwrithen integral .‘J‘llQWWlQQ; qr allqwermes 
at the‘ armhole, qi-theftyps dssqliirbsd above. “' 

TEhe..1t\\t0—,-piece sleereprqv ‘.8?! Within? $10,8 
cial, shaped may. be. .rfrqnt- and tack 
sle ve sections. and the .slsweimany iqrm; mar 

20' 

be. .aslan; qr standard2 
The garment Qf the present inventiqe is 119 

more difficult tqimalsethae 8» standard garment 
andmey be. manu?aciuredi WithWP addiiiiieal 
cost to the wearer. ' 

jacket of; ordinary . construction.“ The,‘ strains; (t 
. produced :on. the. arm muscles. under, such condi 
tions-necessarily make the wearer 0f the ear, 
ment uncomfortable and, gives. him. the. feeling 
that- hisarms, are held .down under» tension. 
Theprimaryeobiect. therefore; of the present: 0 

intention is to provide an. improved. garment 
,§.ti0.11.whis:h.;wi1l overcomsthe dif?r ties 

ands , rations.reierred.t0;ab0re,_ and particu, arly 
toprovide, a make... 100%“; .havineset-in sleeves 

?reearmmwemeiit- 7 
Another. ohiept, of the; invention is to vpro 

vide aaimnrQved-earment construciipn which 
rpdel fcs ra g‘ of the__wearer’s_,ar1ns without 
st m cable arm muscles. and. withoutqmllling .; 
the-fest qrTthegar-ment out-.0151 its. normal resi 
tion. 
Airrther- Object of the invention is to pro 

videzan 1 improved‘, garment construction . which 
adapted. t0 permit the free Swinging. 9f the 

> arms; 

. <35 dine tapeworm of theinventiqn. the 
mirrored: garment qonsiruriion cqmprises a. gar 

t harineirqntandzback-sectionsattached to 

191.1 thereisa mminlumqf restraint against 

.--other:urdérithwrmhéle hr: were; aide/lit . 

trim-t9 911,6 side ofpne form 
ted in‘ ‘aeqordaiicéf' I “ sséiiti. .iq'nl "illii'stra maths 

‘phe ween the sleeve "and the‘ spay 
. are wlmtnesleeveiinraisedposmeni.‘ 

Fig. 2. is a .view showing ‘the .front'and iback’gsece 
tiops qgf-theiackst _o.r,.rig, 1,, with thefront sec‘ 
1; 11 ‘pro idedtw'th, a d' it and with .anintegraI 

; eoneach: sidepf theldart‘. 
F.11_g.'_.-w3v islja view. or the, top and under sec. 

tions of a ‘tWo-Ipiece‘sleeve such as shqwn' in 
' ‘Eiglain hich?ea hfs‘e‘otionis prov'ide'dwith a 

H h “ ‘ f particularpon?guration. 

Eig'. 4¢1s alvievvioffa oheepi'ecelsleeve.combin} 
mg“ frontand back sections, provided with a 
,vspecial'allowance/ adapted to provide, a portion 
re?ne-armpit 0f thégefment ‘ " ' " 

Fig. 5 is a broken sideviewofagarment show. 
ing: the. appearancfl ‘0i i. a .j acket madeIwith apne 
piepe sleeve asmillustrated in'FiglA. 

50 

“55 I lffigu?yisdafviewlsimillarltothatlof Figisrep 
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resenting a top sleeve and under sleeve in which 
the allowance includes a substantial projection 
on the under sleeve section. 

Fig. 7 is a view representing a combined under 
sleeve and top sleeve, including an integral al 
lowance similar to the combined allowance of 
Fig. 6. 

Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic pattern type view 
showing front and back sections of the waist por 
tion of a garment of the Raglan sleeve type and 
which includes integral armpit allowances form 
ing structures of special con?guration. 

Fig. 9 is a pattern type view showing back and 
front sleeve sections of the Raglan type each 
having armpit allowances somewhat similar to 
those of Fig. 3. 

Fig. 10 is a view partly to one side of a gar 
ment having a waist portion constructed of the 
elements shown in Figs. 8 and 9, and having the 
general under-arm appearance of the garment 
shown in Fig. 5. 

Referring to Fig. 1 of the drawings, this view 
shows a jacket constructed of suitable fabric in 
accordance with the present invention, from front 
and back body sections similar to those shown 
in Fig. 2 but having a standard armhole, and 
under and top sleeve sections patterned the same 
as those shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 1 the jacket 
comprises a front section 10 attached to a back 
section 12 by means of a seam M which extends 
to the armpit. The front section It) includes a 
dart 16 which also extends to the armpit. The 
two back sections of course are attached to each 
other by seams in the back of the jacket. 
The sleeves of the jacket shown in Fig. 1 com 

prise an under sleeve section l8 of the same pat 
tern as that shown in Fig. 3 and a top sleeve 
section 20 of the same pattern as that shown in 
Fig. 3. These sleeve sections are attached to 
each other by a front seam 22 and a back seam, 
not shown, the front seam substantially matching 
the position of the dart l6. The sleeve is at 
tached to the armhole section of the front and 
back sections of the garment by means of a seam 
24. The jacket of Fig. 1 includes the usual collar 
and pockets, as indicated, which may be of any 
desired style. 
The under sleeve section [8 of the jacket, as 

shown in Fig. 3, differs substantially. from the 
standard sleeve pattern at the armhole section 
of the sleeve, the shape of the standard sleeve 
pattern where it differs from the sleeve section I8 
being indicated by a dotted line .26. Therefore, 
according to the present invention, the under 
sleeve section I8 includes at the armhole addi 
tional material or a compound allowance 28 inte 
gral with the sleeve section and of crescent shape, 
which is enlarged or wider toward1the armpit 
section of the sleeve. This allowance includes 
an integral tail piece or extension 3!] extending 
substantially along the front edge of the under 
sleeve section. The armhole end of the under 
sleeve section Is as modi?ed by the allowance 28 
therefore includes a substantially short edge ex 
tending laterally from the edge 40, a shallow rela 
tively long curve over the major portion of the 
end of the sleeve, and another short straight 
downwardly sloping edge extending to the sleeve 
edge 36. In this structure the edge 36 is nearly 
as long as the edge 40 so that when the arm is 
raised there is ample material at the armpit to 
give freedom of arm movement. 
The top sleeve section 20 as shown in Fig. 3 

also differs from the standard pattern which is 
indicated by the dotted line 32. This section of 
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4 
the sleeve therefore includes a substantial allow 
ance at the armpit and along the lower edge of 
the sleeve section which is integral with the ma 
terial of the sleeve. This allowance has a double 
wing-shaped con?guration, one wing of which, 
34, extends from the front edge of the sleeve along 
the armpit section, while the other wing, 35, ex 
tends substantially along the front edge of the 
sleeve from the armpit section. The allowances 
34 and 35 make the shoulder portion of the top 
sleeve 20 substantially symmetrical and the edges 
38 and 42 substantially equal, the end edge com 
prising a rather gentle convex curve the center 
of which is attached to the shoulder of the gar 
ment. 
In making up the sleeve of the jacket shown in 

Fig. 1 from the sleeve sections l8 and 20 shown 
in Fig. 3, edge 36 is attached to edge 38 by means 
of a seam to form the seam 22 shown in Fig. 1, 
while an edge 40 of the under sleeve section 18 
is attached to the edge 42 of section 20 by means 
of a seam. When the sleeve sections I8 and 20 
are sewed together, the‘tail or wing allowance 30 
is sewed to the wing allowance 35, and the ends 
of the allowances 28 and 34 are also sewed to 
gether since they comprise a portion of the edges 
36 and 38. The allowances 30 and 35 serve to 
provide a sleeve having an armpit section which 
is slightly larger than the standard sleeve, but the 
allowances 28 and 34 provide a sleeve which gives 
the wearer freedom to swing his arms and raise 
them in any position without having his arm 
muscles placed under any sleeve strain or tension. 
The illustration in Fig. 1 shows the appearance 
of the sleeve in raised position when the sleeve 
sections include the allowances shown and de 
scribed in detail in connection with Fig. 3 of the 
drawings. 

Fig. 2 of the drawings shows the structure of 
the back and front sections of a preferred form 
or jacket made in accordance with the present 
invention, the back section 44 corresponding to 
the back section l2 in Fig. 1 or the same as the 
standard pattern, and including only a relatively 
small portion of the armhole at 46. The front 
section 48 of the jacket has a pattern of the form 
shown in Fig. 2 and includes the edges 50 which 
form a dart which extends into the armhole por 
tion of the jacket. The front also includes a fit 
ting dart 52 in front of the dart edges 50, the edges 
of both of which are sewed together in completing 
the dart. The front section 48 in other respects 
differs substantially from the standard pattern by 
providing complementary under-arm allowances 
54 and 56, on opposite sides of the dart 50. Each 
of these allowances 54 and 56 comprises a sub 
'stantially triangular-shaped section extending 
beyond the edge of the armhole of the standard 
pattern, as indicated by the dotted lines 58 and 
60. While the allowance 56 is shown as trian 
gular, the allowance 54 is a four-sided irregular 
polygon in which the top edge is intended to 
match the upper sloping edge of the allowance 
56 when the edges 50 are sewed together, thereby 
providing an armhole contour of two curves which 
meet in a peak in the lower portion of the arm 
hole. 
In making a jacket having front and back sec 

tions as shown in Fig. 2, and sleeve sections as 
shown in Fig. 3, the sleeve sections may be joined 
in the manner described above. while the back and 
front sections 44 and 48 are attached to each other 
by sewing together the adjacent edges 62 and 64. 
The edges 50 are sewed together and the ?tting 
dart 52 is also sewed up, while any buttonholes or 
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buttons-o1" other fastening means are provided 
on the‘ front =section~48'iadjacent‘the- edge‘ 66. = It 
will» be’ understood" that for-‘each vjacket *two ‘front 
and 'two- back; section-s are-provided’ and‘ that. the 
two- ‘back ‘sections will ~ be *joined byv sewing ‘to 
l‘gethertwo edges 68-. After the-sleeve shown in 
Fig. 3- l‘ias been-assemblewasdescribedrabove, 
it is sewed into the armhole afterthe ‘top-shoulder 
seam of the jacket bodyi‘s- made, .inthe‘usual 
‘manner. A jacket made from» material cut in the 
"mannershown in Figs. 2~and 3 has the general 
vappearance of the jacket shown in Fig. 5 in which 
the effect of the under-armallowances 54 and 56 

"i'ni‘raisi'ng the‘material undertheiarm is readily 
‘apparent. 

»By~ combining.theallowancesr28, 30, 34 and 3.5 
with ‘the allowances: 54 and 56, a. combined sleeve 
and body structure is provided which gives. un 
usuall'freedom for the movement of the wearer's 
arms. ‘The arm may be. raised freely without 
pulling the bodyand jacket up and without bind 
ing the arm muscles, and. particularly the upper 
arm and shoulder muscles used in raising the 
.arms. Furthermore, the adjacent body and'arm 
‘construction provides a jacket having ‘a very neat 
appearance. There is no bagginess or apparent 
extra fullness which would detract from the style 
and. appearance of vthe jacket. The sizes of the 
armholestructure is not-materially enlarged over 
that of a jacket made from a standard pattern, so 
that this feature, taken in conjunctionwith a 

‘ combinationofthe particular shaped allowances, 
jprovide a very e?ective and practical jacket cen 
lstruction. 

Fig. 4 shows a single-piece sleeve 10., combining , 
front vand back sleeves, which may be employed 
‘in place of the vtwo-piece sleeve construction 
‘shownv in Fig. 3., in making a jacket either of the 
form shown in Fig. 1 or of the form. shown in 
Fig. 5. A preferred construction for using the 
single-piece sleeve ‘If! is the combination of this 
sleeve with the body sections 44 and'48 as shown 
in Fig. 2. This combination produces, a jacket 
having substantially the appearance of the jacket 
shown in Fig. 5. 
The single-piece; sleevel't.E differs from a stand 

ard single-piece sleeve. pattern by the complex 
under-arm allowance TI, between the dotted line 
‘[2, representing the shape of the standard sleeve 
pattern where-itfdi?ers'fromlthe sleeve 76, and 
they line 74 representing the upper edge of ‘the al 
lowance ‘H. The complex armpit allowance ‘ll 
between-these lines is generally the shape of a 
crescent with a scalloped loweredge so. that. the 
line 72 is of substantially different shape from 
the line 14. The latter line forms a gentle sym 
metrical curve of low or relatively small ampli 
tude‘ between the opposite.v peaks: forming the top 

I shoulder part of. the sleeve. I » 

In making up a jacket with the sleeve ‘it, the 
body sections 44 and 48 are combined as de 
scribed above, while the top edges 16 and 18 of 
the sleeve 70 are sewed together to complete the 
sleeve, which is then set in the armhole provided 
by the sewing up of the back and front sections 
44 and 4B. In the ?nished jacket, the allowance 
‘H is combined directly with the gores 54 and 56 
to provide a jacket construction having a form 
very similar to that shown in Fig. 5. The sleeve 
‘I0 is set in the armhole with the gores 54 and 56 
pointing directly into approximately the center 
of the allowance H or of line 14. The seam 
formed by joining the edges 16 and ‘I8 will be 
substantially at the upper back portion of the 
sleeve. 

20 
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extent- ‘of the standard ‘patterns. 

6 
‘ The isi-ngleepiece-"sleeve5T0 1may- also!‘ be used 

‘in a jaeketbody-‘ef a=standardpattermsuchIas 
shown- in Fig. 1. However, the sleeve will ‘differ 
from that shown in Fig. l because-itlwilll notin 
velude the-\gores (wand-3510f Fig. .3uandf-will‘not 
include the seam 22. While the» cuff portion of 
the sleeve shown» in Fig; 3 differs from-that-in 
Fig. 4,?thisis1a matterof stylepnotfcomprisingl-a 
feature of Itheprese'nt invention. 
The sleeve‘constructionvshow-n in Fig. 6V'in 

cludes ‘an under'lsleeve"til:v and a sleeve or top 
sleevei'82 which diifersfromothe sleeveiconstruc 

-tion'~ shown in Fig- 3 by'including. a. projectiom84 
on the allowance-‘of the'under sleeve. iIrrlthis 
?gure-‘as- in-Fig. 3‘, theid‘otted lines representthe 

The-under 
sleeve 80 therefore-base special ‘shapeubecausei of 
the projectionBA, including two similar: curves, 

‘ one of-which: runsto: the frontseam» and the other 
of which extends‘ up.‘ to. . aJstraigh'tcedge ‘ near’ the 
opposite edgeof thezsleeve- Thiszsleeveconstruc 
.tion maybe combined withistandardbodyunits 
to make: a. garment. of i the‘ style shown. in of the drawings. . 

.Fig. 7 shows a sleeve. ill-2 comprisinga combina 
tion of an under'and topnsleevezsimilar tuthose 
shown. in Fig. 6,. in which the dotted; line. repre 
sents the outline of the standard. sleeve pattern 
where it differs from that of the'sleeve. Hi2. IThis 
sleeve H32 may-be combined with: theubody ele 
ments Maud 48 showninv Fig. 2,: or with standard 
body elements to I produce; a- stylevsimilar toe that 
shown in Figs. 5 and 1, respectively. The: sleeve 
I02 includcsa substantially symmetricaligener 
ally crescent-shaped.armpitallewance If£g41= hav 
ing an enlarged‘central bodysection- andzsideasec 
tions which terminatesubstantially at a ‘point. 
This gives arlc'w wave. curve for thearmpit-edge 
in :place of ‘the usualdeep valley, to provide?a 
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gentle slope into the largeshoulder curve. The 
use of this sleeveprovides a garment in: which 
there is only one scam’ in the sleeve, at the. back, 
and in which the allowance gives ample freedom 
for lifting the arm. 

Figs. 8, 9 and 10 illustrate a modification of the 
garment construction‘ of the present invention in 
which the sleeve of the garment integrally in 
cludes a shoulder section to provide a garment 
.of the Raglan type. Inv Fig. 8' airontwaistsec 
tion I it; includes an'armpit: allowance- I20» repre 
sented by the area enc-lesed by the full linecdges 
and the dottedline. The waistporticn of'the 
garment. also includes a back section, l22-having 
an~v integral armpi-trallowance I 2.4 bordered. by ‘the 
full line edges and the dotted- l~ine,- as shown. In 
stead of the sleeve-attachment lines being 
straight. for the sections H8 and. I522,‘ they. eX— 
tend nearly ‘to [the side edges and then turn 
upward abruptly. .At. the. same time, the-adja 
cent edges extend up farther than usual to sub 
stantially meet the upwardly-turned curves bor 
dering the upper portion of the allowances I20 
and I24. 
The sleeve of’ the modi?ed garment shown in 

Fig. 10 includes a back sleeve I 26 and a front 
sleeve I28 as shown in Fig. 9. These sleeves are 
somewhat similar to those of Fig. 3 in that they 
include the allowances I30 and I32 respectively, 
having substantially the same wing shape or 
tapering portions. However, these sleeve sec 
tions I26 and I28 have a regular convex smoothly 
curved edge at the top where the sleeves are 
joined to the body portions of the garment and 
do not have the abrupt slope of the standard ‘ 
Raglan sleeve. As a result of the allowances I30 
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and I32, the adjacent edges of the sleeve sec 
tions more nearly approach the length of the re 
mote edges and provide almost interchangeable 
sleeve sections. 
When the elements of the garment shown in 

Figs. 8 and 9 are assembled and sewed together, 
they provide a garment waist section having the 
style and function shown in Fig. 10 in which the 
allowances I20 and I24 in combination with al 
lowances I30 and I32 and their contours effect 
an upswing of the seams attaching the sleeves 
at the armpit of the garment. This gives a bow 
curve effect similar to that shown in Fig. 5, the 
construction being such that freedom of arm 
movement is provided for in combination with a 
garment structure in which the sleeves integrally 
include the shoulder of the garment. 
My improved garment construction illustrated 

in Figs. 8, 9 and 10 comprises a combination par 
ticularly advantageous in connection with Raglan 
and similar type sleeves, to provide a garment 
which gives freedom of movement of the wearer’s 
arms without binding the arm muscles and with 
out distorting the garment on the body of the 
wearer. The provision of the underarm allow 
ances of the particular structures described above 
appears to offset the normal binding character 
of the particular types of sleeves referred to. It 
is therefore possible, according to my invention 
to provide garments having sleeves of various 
type and at the same time have a garment in 
which the wearer has unusual freedom of arm 
movement. 
While it will be apparent to those skilled in 

the art that various types of garments may be 
made in accordance with the different forms of 
the invention, it may be pointed out that the 
form shown in Figs. 1 to 3 is particularly adapted 
for use in connection with men’s and ladies’ jack 
ets and the same is true for the modi?cations 
shown in Figs. 6 and '7. The form of garment 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are advantageously em 
ployed in connection with the making of coats 
for various purposes. The Raglan type of gar 
ment illustrated in Figs. 8, 9 and 10 is advan 
tageously employed for the making of men’s and 
ladies’ coats for various purposes. It is to be 
further understood of course that the improved 
garment construction may be employed in vari 
ous types of apparel including ladies’ waists, ‘ 
men’s shirts and other apparel. 
The improved garment construction of the 

present invention results from a combination of 
relatively simple structural features which give 
the garment a sleeve and armpit structure per 
mitting free movement of the wearer’s arms with 
out distorting the garment and without binding 
the arm muscles. A wearer of the garment of 
the present invention may raise his arms in any 
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‘position without breaking the sleeve or pulling 
the body of the garment out of its normal posi 
tion. From the foregoing description, it will be 
apparent that certain variations may be made in 
the structure of the garment and still achieve 
the objects of the invention. Such changes are 
contemplated as coming within the spirit and 
scope of the invention. 
What I claim as new is: 
In a sleeved garment, an improved waist con 

struction providing for freedom of arm move 
ment of the wearer of the garment, comprising 
a garment waist portion including a front sec 
tion and a back section joined together by a seam 
at the side of the garment below the sleeve, a 
sleeve for the garment including a substantial 
integral armpit allowance blended into-the at 
tachment end of the sleeve to provide an attach 
ment edge having curves of relatively small am 
plitude, said sleeve armpit allowance including a 
portion extending along the front portion of the 
attachment edge of the sleeve and gradually di 
minishing in width toward the top of the at 
tachment edge of the sleeve thereby providing a 
gentle slope along the front portion of and to 
ward the top of the attachment edge of the 
sleeve, the front section of the waist including an 
armpit attachment edge to which the armpit at 
tachment edge of the sleeve is attached, a dart 
extending through said armpit attachment edge 
of the front section of the waist, an upwardly 
projecting complementary allowance at each side 
of the dart in the armpit portion of the front 
section of the Waist where the sleeve is attached, 
and seams joining said sleeve to the front and 
back sections of the garment so that the sleeve 
allowance is joined to the waist allowance, where 
by a garment is provided which permits free arm 
movement of the wearer and which also permits 
the wearer to readily raise his arms without dis 
torting the position of the garment on the body 
of the wearer and without binding the wearer's 
arm muscles. 

JOSEPH CLYNE. 
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